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States Taking A Larger Role In Transportation Funding
Law360, New York (March 13, 2015, 5:52 PM ET) -Fiscal constraints on state budgets coupled with continued
uncertainty with respect to future levels of federal surface
transportation funding have led states to diversify the funding
sources for their transportation projects. We summarize below the
recent legislative proposals made by states to address this funding
gap, as well as the current status of federal support for infrastructure
projects, including those structured as public-private partnerships
(P3s).
Introduction
In the United States, the responsibility for surface transportation
expenditures is divided among the federal, state and local
governments. State and local governments are each responsible for
approximately 50 percent of the investments in the nation’s
transportation system. Federal funding support is a critical
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component of such expenditures, although the degree of reliance on
federal funds varies by state. Based on information provided by
the Federal Highway Administration compiled between 2001 and 2012, the range of federal funding as a
percentage of state transportation budgets is between 35 percent and 98 percent depending on the
state.[1]
Such reliance demonstrates the importance to states of the continued availability of federal
transportation dollars provided through the Highway Trust Fund (HTF). In previous publications, we have
focused on the funding shortfall in the HTF and possible short- and long-term fixes proposed at the
federal level, including proposed congressional legislation, to fill the gap.[2] In this article, our focus is on
states and, in particular, their efforts to mitigate the risks posed by the prospect of more limited federal
transportation funding. We begin with an update on the status of the federal efforts and then turn to
states’ efforts.
Federal Surface Transportation Funding Status
The most recent reauthorization bill authorizing federal funding for U.S. surface transportation is the
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP 21). MAP 21 was signed into law by President
Barack Obama in July 2012 and was extended until May 31, 2015, by the passage in July 2014 of the

Highway and Transportation Funding Act of 2014 (HTFA).
The passage of the HTFA was important because it extended, on a pro rata basis, until the end of May
2015, the federal transportation funding programs established (or continued) by MAP 21. It also avoided
the insolvency of the HTF, which was due to run dry by the end of August of last year. The HTF suffers
from an ever-increasing shortfall, stemming principally from the fact that it is funded with federal motor
vehicle fuel taxes that have been fixed at 18.4 cents per gallon since 1993. The funding gap has been
compounded by continued declines in gas and diesel consumption as a result of greater fuel efficiency
and the increased viability of alternative fuels.
The Congressional Budget Office has estimated that HTF revenues will be insufficient to cover its outlays
by an average of approximately $16 billion per year between 2015 and 2024.[3] Neither of the long-term
transportation bills that were introduced last year (i.e. the Grow America Act and the MAP 21
Reauthorization Act) addressed the systemic underfunding of the HTF,[4] and such underfunding was
not addressed at all by the HTFA, which maintained funding at current levels. It is possible that Congress
will attempt to tackle the issue this year in connection with a long-term transportation bill or a further
extension of MAP 21, but doing so will require a fundamental change in federal surface transportation
funding methodology.
Given the current political environment in Washington, it seems unlikely that legislation enacted during
the current session of Congress will implement any major structural change with respect to the HTF.
Certain House Democrats have proposed an increase in the federal gas tax, but despite the current low
cost of fuel, there is far from a congressional consensus on such plan, which also lacks support from
the White House, which would prefer to fill the gap with tax payments on repatriated corporate
earnings.[5] At least for now, congressional consensus is likely to be reached only with an agreement to
continue funding the HTF with fuel taxes at current levels, with any additional funds coming from other
sources.
Recent Federal Initiatives Supporting P3s
The Obama administration has acknowledged the importance of closing the funding gap in the HTF and,
over the last few years, has been focused on preserving the HTF’s health and increasing the certainty
states need to include infrastructure procurements in their long-term planning programs. The
administration’s proposed fiscal year 2016 budget, released on Feb. 3 (the “proposed budget”), contains
legislative proposals and other initiatives intended to increase transportation infrastructure investment
and, in particular, private investment in public infrastructure through public-private partnerships
(P3s).[6] The following elements are notable:
Long-Term Transportation Reauthorization. Building on the Grow America Act (which set forth
a $302 billion, four-year funding plan), the proposed budget includes a $478 billion, six-year
transportation reauthorization proposal. This proposal would increase federal surface
transportation funding from the current level of approximately $55 billion per year to nearly $80
billion per year. Like Grow America, such proposal is designed to maintain the solvency of the
HTF with increases in funding over current levels, with the increases being funded by corporate
tax payments on accumulated overseas earnings.[7]

National Infrastructure Bank. The president first indicated his support for a National
Infrastructure Bank during his 2008 campaign and has continued to press for the creation of the
bank during his presidency.[8] The NIB would be a federal agency that, similar to the
Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program, would provide lowcost, long-term loans on flexible terms. However, unlike TIFIA, the NIB would have an
independent board comprised of infrastructure sector stakeholders and would have a mandate
that extends to sectors other than transportation, such as energy, water, education or
telecommunications. By providing such loans to private borrowers, the NIB would lower the cost
of capital for developers of P3 projects, which could incentivize private investment in projects,
such as those in the water sector, that to date have not frequently been procured on a P3 basis.

Qualified Public Infrastructure Bonds. Similar to the existing Private Activity Bonds (PAB)
program, the Qualified Public Infrastructure Bond (QPIB) program would enable states to issue
tax-exempt bonds, the proceeds of which could be on-lent to private entities and applied to
project costs. According to the administration’s fact sheet, QPIBs would expand the scope of the
“private activities” funded with tax-exempt bonds beyond highway and surface freight transfer
facilities to include, among others, airports, ports, mass transit, solid waste disposal, sewer, and
water facilities. In addition, unlike PABs, QPIBs would have no expiration date or issuance caps,
and interest payable thereon would not be subject to the alternative minimum tax. If the QPIB
program were established, the broader scope and increased flexibility of these instruments
(particularly given their tax-exempt nature) would likely increase the interest of private sector
sponsors in tax-exempt municipal bond debt as a funding source for P3 projects.

AFF Bonds. The America Fast Forward Bond program,which, like the NIB, was included in
previous Obama administration budgets, would offer tax credits to state and local government
issuers issuing taxable bonds equal to 28 percent of their interest costs.[9]

Efficiency in Permitting. The proposed budget would expand the Federal Infrastructure Project
Permitting Dashboard (the “dashboard”), which was established by executive order in 2012 and
has been accompanied by efforts to streamline the federal permitting and environmental review
processes. The dashboard is a publicly available source of schedules and metrics for major
infrastructure projects, which makes it possible for agencies and interested stakeholders to
track permitting processes online.

Water Finance Center and Rural Opportunity Investment Initiative. These two initiatives, which
will be established within the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, respectively, would support P3s by identifying opportunities for private investment
(and for provision of technical assistance) in water projects generally and in rural projects in the
water, energy and broadband sectors. A similar office established last year within the U.S.
Department of Transportation, the Build America Transportation Investment Center (BATIC),

provides technical assistance to state and local governments regarding transportation P3
matters.[10]

States’ Parallel Efforts
By contributing approximately 40 percent of all surface transportation expenditures, states shoulder a
significant burden in funding U.S. highway and transit infrastructure. This arrangement has proved
problematic in recent years as the recession weakened state budgets, federal funding levels remained
flat and uncertainty persisted with respect to future federal allocations. As a result, states’ traditional
revenue sources have been unable to support their transportation investment needs. In response, states
are pursuing a variety of measures to raise revenues to fund infrastructure investments. Such efforts
have multiplied over the last two years as states’ fiscal health has worsened.
Traditional Revenue Sources
Traditionally, states, like the federal government, have relied on a motor vehicle fuel tax (the “state gas
tax”) to fund transportation investments. This tax is typically an excise tax, that is, a fixed sum per
gallon, rather than a percentage of the price of the fuel sold. In recent years, like federal gas tax
revenues, state gas tax revenues have decreased dramatically due to reduced driving habits, increased
fuel economy standards and the fact that many states have neither indexed their state gas tax to
inflation nor sufficiently raised the state gas tax rate to offset inflation. Nationwide, state gas tax
revenue fell by $10 billion, or 19 percent, during the period from 2002 to 2012.[11]
Another staple of states’ transportation funding toolkit is the motor vehicle tax, which is applied at the
point of sale for automobiles (the “state motor vehicle tax”). Like the state gas tax, the effectiveness of
this tax as a revenue source has declined in recent years. Nationwide, state motor vehicle tax revenues
dropped by $8 billion, or 21 percent, from 2002 to 2012. A significant factor in the decline is reduced
rates of car ownership due to the rise of car sharing services, increased utilization of telecommuting and
renewed interest in public transit options, coupled with the uneven economic recovery.[12]
In addition, states have long relied on access to low-cost borrowing to fund transportation infrastructure
projects in the form of municipal bonds. Typically these instruments are either general obligation bonds,
which are backed by the full faith and credit of the relevant state, or revenue bonds, which are backed
by the revenue from one or more projects. Income from such municipal bonds is also frequently taxexempt.
New Revenue Sources
In order to make up for the shortfall in federal transportation revenues, states have taken various
actions to increase their own transportation revenues. In addition to new issuances of municipal bonds,
several states have implemented or are currently considering legislative measures, in particular
increases to the state gas tax or the state motor vehicle tax, and indexing the state gas tax to
inflation.[13] According to a recent report of the American Road and Transportation Builders
Association, as of February 2015, 90 transportation funding bills are pending in 23 states (with two such
bills having been passed in 2015, in North Dakota and Iowa).[14]
In addition to those mentioned above, the following other measures have been implemented or are
being considered by multiple states:

Increasing the state general sales tax and dedicating a portion of the revenues to transportation
projects, or adding a new sales tax on purchases of specific services (e.g., oil changes and auto
repairs) to fund such projects.

In particular for transit projects, increasing the income tax in the relevant geographic area and
dedicating the new revenues to transit system construction costs (a measure referred to “value
capture financing”).

Increasing other taxes, such as those on rental cars, cigarettes and hotels, and dedicating the
new revenues to transportation projects.

Imposing a “lockbox” on funds in the state’s transportation fund so that they cannot be
allocated elsewhere, or reallocating amounts in other state funds (e.g., general fund) or from
other sources (e.g., lottery proceeds or Internet sales tax revenues) to fund transportation
projects.

Increasing user fees, including fees relating to vehicle ownership (e.g., registration, licensing,
vehicle inspection or emission inspection) and increasing and/or indexing transit fares or
existing tolls.

Imposing a road user fee for drivers of alternative fuel vehicles or a sales tax on the purchase of
such fuels.

Structuring alternative revenue sources related to road use (e.g., highway billboard leases, cell
tower construction contracts or advertisements at other facilities, including toll plazas and rest
areas).

Vehicle Miles Traveled Tax
As an alternate policy response to declining revenues from traditional sources, several states are
considering a fee that attempts to capture the cost of each motorist’s individual use of the roads: a
vehicle miles traveled tax (VMT). As the name suggests, a VMT charges drivers a fixed amount per mile
driven, thus unlinking transportation revenues from fuel consumption.
A VMT is designed to produce a steady stream of revenues while avoiding a conflict with the state’s
other policy priorities, such as reducing fossil fuel consumption through heightened vehicle fuel

economy standards. In addition, a VMT provides states with greater flexibility than a state gas tax by
permitting them to tailor the assessment of taxes to address additional policy goals, such as congestion
pricing and variation in rates based on vehicle or user characteristics.[15]
While at least 13 states have considered legislative measures that proposed the establishment or study
of a VMT (see Table 1 below), only Oregon has moved forward with implementation. Below is a
summary of significant state efforts in this area.

Table 1:

States Considering a VMT Tax[16]
Arizona
California
Colorado
Hawaii
Indiana
Massachusetts
Mississippi
Oregon
Texas
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Oregon
In 2006, Oregon initiated its road user fee pilot program to test the viability of a VMT. The program
collected mileage data and user fees from approximately 300 volunteers at the gas pump (where they
were also refunded any state gas taxes that may have otherwise applied). The program raised concerns,
typical among VMT efforts,[17] with respect to implementation costs, compliance complexity and
impositions on privacy. However, a second pilot program in 2013 was deemed to have adequately
addressed these issues by designing an open system to allow evolution of technologies, providing public
and private sector choices for mileage reporting and protecting personally identifiable information by
law.[18]
Oregon’s VMT is expected to go live as an opt-in alternative to its state gas tax on July 1, 2015. The initial
program will be limited to 5,000 cars and light duty commercial vehicles weighing less than 10,000
pounds. At an initial rate of 1.5 cents per mile, revenues are expected to approximate what would
otherwise be collected under Oregon’s 30 cents per gallon state gas tax. Such rate may be adjusted
upward in the future.[19]
Washington

In 2012, the Washington State Legislature enacted a measure that authorized funding for a steering
committee to study the feasibility of transitioning from the state gas tax to a VMT. The results of the
study were positive and the steering committee is expected to develop a pilot program for submission
to the Legislature in 2015. The pilot program will likely involve approximately 2,000 participants and test
several different payment options, including (1) an annual permit, (2) odometer readings, (3) retrofitting
existing vehicles with onboard GPS units and (4) a smartphone app.[20]
California
In September 2014, California passed legislation ordering the California Transportation Commission to
create a Road Usage Charge Technical Advisory Committee. The committee has been tasked with
developing a VMT pilot program that could potentially replace the current state gas tax. The legislation
requires that the state transportation agency implement the pilot program by January 2017.[21]
P3 Procurements
Many states recognize the value of P3s as a viable option for project delivery and as an alternate source
of funding. Depending on the particular arrangements between the state and the private sector
participants, which are reflected in the applicable public private partnership agreement, risks relating to
the development, financing, construction, operation and maintenance of the relevant project may be
transferred to the private sector. For appropriate projects, the risk transfer to the private sector can, in
addition to capital access, result in accelerated project delivery, lifecycle cost reductions and revenue
increases, among other benefits.
Approximately 35 states and Puerto Rico have passed laws authorizing P3s for transportation purposes.
The legislative map is dynamic, with certain states considering new P3 legislation and others discussing
the expansion of existing legislation to cover additional project sectors and to provide greater discretion
to procurement authorities.[22]
Over the past few years, some of the more noteworthy P3 procurements have been implemented by
states that have recently enacted or expanded their P3 legislation, in particular the following:
Ohio, which enacted P3 legislation in 2011, reached commercial close in December 2014 on the
approximately $430 million Portsmouth ByPass Project, a 16-mile, four-lane, limited-access
highway around the city of Portsmouth, which is expected to eliminate congestion and improve
travel times. An investor consortium comprised of ACS Infrastructure Development, Infrared
Capital Partners, Star America Fund and Dragados USA, among others, have partnered with the
state to design, build, finance, operate and maintain the highway over a 35-year concession
term. Financial close is expected during the first quarter of 2015. Ohio is considering several
other projects for delivery as P3s, in particular the replacement of the Brent Spence Bridge,
which connects Ohio and Kentucky.

Pennsylvania, which enacted P3 legislation in 2012, recently reached commercial and financial
close on an approximately $900 million contract with an investor consortium comprising Plenary
Group, The Walsh Group and Granite Construction Company, to design, replace and maintain
558 bridges in the state for the next 25 years. This project, the Rapid Bridge Replacement

Project, is particularly notable because it bundled multiple projects together in a single
procurement, which created economies of scale that the state believes will reduce taxpayer
costs by approximately 30 percent.[23] By increasing scale, the state also made the project more
attractive to private investors. The state expects the project to be completed in one quarter of
the time it would have taken for the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation to complete
it.[24] Pennsylvania also recently initiated a P3 procurement for the development of
compressed natural gas (CNG) fueling stations, used principally by transit buses, at more than 35
public transit facilities around the state.[25]

Maryland, which expressly authorized P3s in legislation enacted in 2013, has solicited bids for
the procurement the Purple Line project, a proposed 16-mile light rail line connecting
destinations, including the University of Maryland, College Park, across two counties adjacent to
Washington, D.C., that are served by separate D.C. Metro subway lines. Bids for the Purple Line
project are currently due in mid August 2015. Maryland is also considering a light rail line, the
Red Line, which would run east-west through the center of Baltimore, and other road and
transit projects for procurement as P3s.

States frequently utilize federal credit assistance programs in connection with P3 projects, in particular
long-term financing from the U.S. Department of Transportation through the Transportation
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program and authorization of tax-exempt PABs. To
facilitate the financing of P3 projects by private sector entities, states have recently taken the lead in
arranging these funding sources by filing letters of interest and/or initial applications and managing the
initial stages of the process with USDOT until a preferred bidder is selected. TIFIA and PABs are
frequently utilized concurrently, although certain recent projects, including the Rapid Bridge
Replacement Project and the I-69 and East End Crossing Projects in Indiana, were debt financed with
PABs alone.
Congestion Pricing and Demand Management
In addition to closing the funding gap, another critical issue for states is managing demand on their
highways. Despite the overall decrease in nationwide vehicle miles traveled over the past decade,[26]
many urban and suburban areas have seen an increase in motor vehicle traffic.[27] This has led states to
seek better ways to manage traffic in congested areas while concurrently making investments to
increasing capacity.
Tolling is a mechanism that can be used to accomplish both objectives. By imposing fees on users, in
particular during peak travel periods, tolls can encourage users to use alternate routes, reduce their
overall miles traveled (through carpooling or otherwise) and shift to alternate modes of travel such as
light rail or bus rapid transit. While, as noted above, some states have proposed increases to existing
tolls in order to generate revenue, others have approved projects involving the implementation of new
tolls.
Because federal regulations limit the ability of states to toll existing interstate highways,[28] new tolls
have been added to interstates as “managed lanes,” involving either the conversion of existing highoccupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes into high-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes or the expansion of a highway to
include HOT lanes. In addition, in order to better manage demand, the tolls are frequently priced

dynamically such that they vary based on location, type of roadway, time of day or other criteria
established by the relevant governmental authority.
Because of the revenue source that tolls provide, states have frequently elected to procure managedlanes projects as P3s. There are several recent examples of such successful procurements, including (1)
the I-77 project in North Carolina, which reached commercial close in 2014, (2) the I-4 Ultimate project
in Florida, which closed in 2014, (3) the US-36 project in Colorado, which closed in 2014, (iv) the North
Tarrant Express 3A/3B project in Texas, which closed in 2013 and (v) the I-95 Express Lanes project in
Virginia, which closed in 2012.
Conclusion
The Obama administration envisions the federal government playing a more active role in U.S. surface
transportation, by increasing federal funding support to states through the HTF and in fostering
partnerships between states and private investors through P3s. Currently, however, there is no
congressional consensus on such an increase, let alone how it would be funded.[29]
Given the continued uncertainty regarding federal transportation funding, what we may see, at least for
the duration of this administration, is an increase in technical support to states and other stakeholders
provided by federal agencies, but without an increase in federal funding. Under those circumstances,
states seem likely to continue their development of new revenue-raising tools and to increase private
sector involvement in transportation projects through P3s, in addition to relying on their traditional
funding sources.
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